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his is part two of an
article aimed at the
instructor who wishes
to introduce to his/her

martial arts to music
aerobic style

Structuring The Class And Class

Planning

Many have been the times that great
class plans have had to be changed
because so many people turned up. You
need to adopt a level of flexibility in order
to ensure you take a safe, first class
training session every time.

There are several ways

music. lt will actually be
upon the size of the class you
ability or skill level of the
are teaching, the area
and the equipment you
On occasions, you
class where the
the beat of the m

in the mai

15 minutes).
the class:

inter-
fifty min-
section are

carried out
form to the rhythm of the
- 30 minutes).

down (10 - 15 minutes).

Example 2:
1) Warm-up (10 - 15
minutes).
2) Main body of the

class:

Debbie Bardoe is a cardio
kickboxing instructor at

Frank Murphy's Black Belt
School. Here she illustrates

dynamic kicking during the
main body of the class after a

thorough warm-up.

Wfith The
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, COVER STORY
kick/punches/footwork/blocks carried out
in shadow form to the rhythm of the
,music (10 minutes) followed by some
partner work using air-shields, focus
pads or individual work using equipment
such as skipping ropes, kick bags, wave-
masters and so on (10 minutes).
Conclude this section with an additional
bout of kick/punches/footwork/blocks car-
ried out in shadow form to the rhythm of
the music (5 - 1

3) Cool

1)

2) Mai

in
music (

(set up
pieces of equ
These can be
terns). You can a
tion of the class

of kickipunches/footwork/blocks carri ed
out in shadow form to the rhythm of the
music (5 - 10 minutes).
3) Cool-down (10 - 15 minutes).

The Warm-Up
It is important to understand the reasons
for carrying out a warm-up.
There are a number of physical, physio-
logical and psychological reactions that
take place during the warm-up allowing
the body to prepare for more physical
exercise. The time span of the warm-up
will be dependent on the age group, fit-
ness and skill level of the audience you
have, but in general, you want to be
doing at least 8 - 15 minutes of warm-up
before moving onto the main body of the
class.

The first stage of the warm-up is to lubri-
cate the joints. This can be done with

54 Mortial Arts lllustrated

gentle joint rotations. Start off
with the upper body working
the neck downwards.

The warm-up is an ideal time
also practice techniques as
as combinations of punches,
or blocks that you are going
use during the class. lt
you to do them at a slower
allowing the student to focus
correct body alignment rather
Or power. N

Start off with the upper body
light punching. Then move
kicking only at low section
exercises with moderate
have students who are over
only do the chamber of the
them to warm-up before
full kicks.

vari-
exer-

heart rate

has been
nt's muscles

up, and their
has been raised to

carry out some
for the main

s (hamstrings,
calves, triceps)

be worked quite

rest of the lesson.

to proceed to the
class.

The Class, High

class would perhaps
minute aerobic workout

of kicking and
rhythm of the music fol-
partner work or circuitsProgress to an increase in



foranother5-1

rons
on their

You must
in the sta-

and ignoring the stu-
as they may carry

a technique incorrecfly
injure themselves.

of some differ-
stations in circuits are

follows.

(various types).

ts (with or without
hts)

nceps dips
s curls with weights

cking/punching combi-
tions on kick

ai pad work.
pad work (combina-

of punches and/or
s).

step.
up and down on

over an object.

are many alterna-
with a bit of imagina-

n. Use about five sta-
starting off initially

45 seconds at each

tation . then building up to 1 minute, .l

ninute '1 5 seconds. depending on how fit
he class is. Don t get distracted and

inake sure you keep accurate time as
prolonging the time may result in an
injury.

At Frank MLrphy's Black Belt Schools,
we generally don't carry out circuits or

partner work
using the equip-
ment until the
beginner has
developed some
basic technique
and strength. lt
is pointless get-
ting a bepinner
to do a l'iard set
of circuits before
their body has
adapted to the
exercise, the
end result is dis-
illusionment and
drop out or,
worse still, pos-

sible injury.

When you are doing pad work or kick

The Cool Down
The aim of the cool down is to bring the
class down from the high energy level
slowly, avoiding what is known as a
'Vascular Shunt'. This is the pooling of
blood and waste products in the muscles
and could cause an individual to feel
dizzy and light headed immediately and
muscular soreness at a later stage.

Tone down the energy of the class by
returning to similar exercises as done in
the warm up and gradually slowing down
the rate and intensity of the exercises.
Move from high impact to low impact and
emphasise to the students to do the
exercises with half the power. After
about 5 minutes move onto stretching
which is best done to calmer, relaxed
music. This is an ideal time to stretch as

shield work, make sure you do not stay
on one exercise for too long. This too
may cause injury, either because of
repetitive strain, or maybe the individual
has become so tired they lose correct
posture and body alignment while carry_

ing out the technique.
Try to ensure that both
sides of the body have
been trained to avoid
muscular imbalances.
Give specific tasks, for
example, two jabs and a
cross on a set of focus
mitts, rather than leaving
the student to their own
devices.

Specifying the time on a
particular exercise often
depends on the tech-
niques used and an
experienced instructor
almost develops a sense
of when enough is
enough. As a guideline,
start with about 30 sec-
onds each person and
then build on it adding 15
seconds depending on
the fitness and skill level
of the class. lf you are
doing stations, 30 sec-
onds may be too short
by the time the students
move to the next station
and gather themselves
together to start the next
exercise. It is best to
give them clear cues of
when to start, stop,
transfer to the next sta-
tion and start again.

So the key is a variety of
techniques, alternating
partners and the sides of
the body at an appropri-
ate time and communi-
cating clearly when to
start and stop the exer-
cise.

of
callis-
uscle
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-------- you are very warm and your body

will respond well to stretching. The

ideal is to do at least 5 - 10 min-

utes of stretching followed bY

breathing exercises or Tai Chi style

exercises.

Markingl The Progression Of
The Student

ln martial arts we have clearlY

defined goals with a structured belt

system. This too PerhaPs can be

adapted to an aerobic kickboxing
programme and some schools

have adoPted belts.

At Frank MurPhY's Black Belt

Schools we have taken a different

approach as we feel that this Pro-
gramme is more related to fitness

than martial arts for self-defence
purposes. We associate the belts

given out to mark Progression in

our Taekwondo or FreestYle

Kickboxing Programmes with self-

defence as well as fitness and the

other benefits. ConsequentlY, in

Cat's Cardio-Kickboxing; we do not

give out belts. lnstead we carry

out a form of fitness assessment

approximately every three months'
This requires the instructor to

understand how to measure fitriess, such

as heart rate. ln this way you can see

assess themselves in the class and the

data given is logged. The data can then

be compared every three months to see

if there is an improvement. A certificate

is given out marking a level of commit-

ment and attendance and if there is a

signifi cant imProvement, sPecial

adknowledgement in the form of a small

prize (skipping rope) may be giver out

for the 'Most lmproved' or to the 'Fitness

Champion' on that occasion.

clear, measurable results.

The students are able to

Vl Getting Storted & V2 Eor[ Potterns
Tce Kwon-Do Students ond Instructors;
Are you leorning or teoching the Chon-Ji, Don-6un ond oll the

woy up to Choong-Moo Potterns?

Then these ore the ideal videos to help you poss

your grodings.

'These videos are heods ond shoulders obove therest ,

excellent diagroms, clear ond concise"
- Ted Hopwo6d- 7t:hDegree Block Belt Toe Kwon-Do
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